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1. Introduction

The quantized universal enveloping algebra (or quantum group) U q(g) associated
with a symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra g has been introduced indepen-
dently by Drinfeld [D] and Jimbo [J] in their study of two dimensional
solvable lattice models. The parameter q corresponds to the temperature in the
lattice model. In particular, q = 0 corresponds to the absolute temperature zero
and hence one can expect some simplifications in the zero limit case. M otivated
by this observation, one of the authors has introduced the notion of crystal
base [Kl]. The existence of such bases for any integrable representation of

Uq(g) is already known ([Kl], [K2], [MM]). In [K2], the global base has been
introduced. These bases coincide with Lusztig’s canonical bases for the finite
dimensional Lie algebras of type ADE ([Lul], [Lu2]). More recently, Lusztig
and Grojnowski [LG] have proved that the canonical base and the global base
coincide for all Kac-Moody Lie algebras with symmetric generalized Cartan
matrices.

The crystal base which can be thought of roughly as a base at q = 0 provides
a powerful combinatorial tool to study the quantum group Uq (g) and its

integrable representations. For example, the crystal base theory is very useful
in decomposing the tensor products. Of course, for this one needs explicit
description of the crystal bases. In [KN], the description of the crystal base for
any irreducible highest weight modules for U q(g) for g = An, Bn, Cn, or Dn is
given. In [N], Nakashima has used these descriptions coupled with the

properties of crystal bases to obtain Littlewood-Richardson type rules for

decomposing the tensor products. The descriptions of crystal bases for irreduc-
ible highest weight U q( G 2)-modules and the tensor product decomposition
rules are given in [KM1]. Another description of crystal bases for Ug(g)-
modules, g = A,,, Bn, C,, Dn, E6, or G2, using Lakshmibai-Seshadri monomial

theory is given in [Li].
Using the Fock space representation, the crystal base for any integrable
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highest weight Ug(sl(n))-module has been given in [MM] and [JMMO]. It has
been observed that the crystal base for these Uq(sl(n»)-modules can be

parametrized by certain paths which arise naturally in the context of lattice
models. In order to generalize this result to other quantum affine Lie algebras
the theory of affine crystals has been introduced in [KMN 1] and [KMN2].
Crucial to this theory is the existence of certain crystals known as perfect
crystals. The existence of at least one such perfect crystal for each integrable
highest weight U (g)-module for 9 = A(1) B(1) C(l) D(l), A(2) A(2) or Dn,2+ 1q n n n n 2n 1, 2n n + 1

has been given in [KMN3]. Each such perfect crystal gives a path realization
of the corresponding crystal base (see [KMN2], [KMN3]).
In this paper, we develop the theory of crystals further and give a path

realization for the crystal base of Uq- (g), g = A(n), B(l), C(l), D(l), A (2)_ 1, A (2)
or D (2) 1. This, in particular, gives a path realization for the crystal bases of
Verma modules for the corresponding quantum affine Lie algebras. Also note
that the crystal base of any integrable highest weight U q(g)-module is a

surjective image of that of Uq- (g). One of the key ingredients in this realization
is the energy function which is necessary to determine the weight of a path. One
important result in this paper is the explicit description of the energy function
as the maximum of certain linear functions in each case. This result was only
known for g = An(1) (e.g., see [JMMO]) from the corresponding result in the
lattice models. It is hoped that these explicit descriptions of the energy
functions may provide further information about the corresponding lattice
models.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we recall basic definitions and
develop the theory of crystals further for any symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie
algebra g. It is worth pointing out that in this paper we have axiomatized the
crystals as purely combinatorial objects. This might be of independent interest
to some researchers. In Section 3, we recall certain results from [KMN2] and
[KMN3] which are used in the sequel. The core of the paper is Section 4 where
we prove the main results like Theorems 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. These theorems give
the desired path realizations provided we have a suitable classical crystal Boc
(satisfying (4.1)-(4.5)) and the energy function H: B. (&#x26; B. --+ Z (see defini-
tions in Section 4). In Section 5, we give the descriptions of these crystals Bx
which satisfy the required conditions. We also determine the corresponding
H-functions for each quantum affine Lie algebra U,(g), 9 = n B;n(1) , C;n1, Dn(1),
A (2)_ 1, A2", or Dn(2+) 1. Thus we have an explicit path realization of the crystal
base for Uq- (g) for these quantum affine Lie algebras.

2. The algebra U q(g) and crystals

Let g be any symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra generated by ei, fi
(i E I = {0, 1,..., n}) and the Cartan subalgebra I) over Q. Let {lJ.i 1 i El} c 1)*
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and {hi 1 i El} c f) denote the simple roots and simple coroots, respectively. We
normalize the nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form (, ) on f)h* so
that (ai’ ai) E Z&#x3E;o. Let P denote the weight lattice and P* denote the dual
lattice. Then ai EPand hi E P* for all i E l.

The quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(g) is then the Q(q)-algebra
generated by the symbols ei, fi (i E 1) and qh (h E P*) with the following defining
relations:

Here we use the following notations:

We understand eik) = fi(k) = 0 for k  0.

It is well known that Uq(g) has a Hopf algebra structure with a comultipli-
cation A defined by

for all i E l, h E P*. The tensor product of two U q(g)-modules has a structure of
Uq(g)-module via this comultiplication. For i E I, let U q(gi) denote the sub-
algebra of U q(g) generated by ei, fi, ti and ti- 1.
For a U,(q)-module M and )03BBEP, the 03BB,-weight space of M is defined by

M, = {uEMlqhu = qh).)u for all hc-P*I. We say that M is integrable if

M = EB ÀeP M À and M is a union of finite-dimensional Uq(gi)-modules for any
i El. By the representation theory of Uq(sl (2)), any element u E M À can be

uniquely written as
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where uk E Ker ei n M À + krxi. We define the endomorphisms èi and f on M by

Let A be the subring of Q(q) consisting of the rational functions regular at
q = 0. A crystal lattice of an integrable Uq(g)-module M is a free A-submodule
of M such that M Q(q) &#x26;A L, L Àc-p LÂ where L, = L n M., and
èiL c L, 1ïL c L. A crystal base of the integrable U,(g)-module M is a pair
(L, B) such that (i) L is a crystal lattice of M, (ii) B is a Q-base of L/qL,
(iii) B = U Âc-pBÂ where B. = B n (L.IqL,), (iv) èiB ce B U {O}, 1ïB u {O}, and
(v) for b, b’E B, b’ = fi b if and only if b = èib’ for i E l. We sometimes replace
(ii) by: Bps = B’ U (-B’) where B’ is a Q-base of L/qL. We call (L, Bp,) a
crystal pseudo-base and B ps { ± 11 the associated crystal of (L, B ps).

For /LeP+ = {À EPI (hi, )&#x3E; 0 for all il, let Vo,) denote the irreducible
integrable Ug(g)-module with highest weight ),. Let u. be the highest weight
vector of V(Â), and let L(),) be the smallest A-submodule of V(À) containing u,
stable under f ’s. Set B(),) = ( b E L(),)/qL (),) ) b = ];l....z,umodqL())}B{O}.
Then (L(),), Bo,» is the crystal base of V(;,) (see [K1]). The associated crystal
graph is the oriented colored (by I ) graph with Bo,) as the set of vertices and
b 1 b’ if and only if b’ = Fïb (hence èib’ = b). This graph completely describes
the actions of è, and i, on Bo,). For b E Bo,), we set

Note that B(),) = U lleP B()) Il and for bEB(),),, we have (hi, wt(b» =
qJi(b) - Gi(b), where wt(b) = J1 denotes the weight of b.

Motivated by the nice properties of these crystal graphs, we define the notion
of a crystal as follows.

DEFINITION 2.1. A crystal B is a set B = U Ac-pBÂ (wt(b) = ), if be BÂ)
equipped with maps î

for b E B, we have
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and

Sometimes, for emphasis we will say that B is a P-weighted crystal.

DEFINITION 2.2. For two crystals B, and B2, a morphism of crystals from
Bi to B2 is a map t/1: BI U {O} -+ B2 U {O} such that

A morphism of crystals Ç : BI -+ B2 is called an embedding if f/¡ is injective.
The crystals and their morphisms form a category. For two crystals B and

B2 we define their tensor product as follows. The underlying set is B 1 x B2.
For bIEB1, b2EB2, we write b i Q b2 for (bl,b2). We understand bl@O=
0 0 b2 = 0. We define the maps e,, 9i, èi, li for i E I as follows:

Then the following proposition is immediate.

PROPOSITION 2.3. If Bl, B2, and B3 are crystals, then
(a) B ¡ (8) B2 as defined above is a crystal.
(b) The map (B 1 (&#x26; B2) 0 B3 --+ BI 0 (B 2 0 B3) given by (b, (&#x26; b2) 0 b3 1-
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b 1 Q (b 2 0 b3) is an isomorphism in the category of crystals. 0

Now we give several examples of crystals which will be of interest to us in

this paper.
EXAMPLE 2.4. For )03BBEP,, let V(03BB) denote the irreducible integrable U,(g)-
module with highest weight 03BB,. Let (L(;,), B(),)) be the crystal base for V(À).
Then the set B(03BB) is a crystal with the maps é;, 1ï, Gi, ([Ji defined by (2.6)-(2.9).

EXAMPLE 2.5. Let Uq- (g) be the subalgebra of U,(g) generated by the f’s.
Then Uq- (g) has the unique endomorphisms ei and ei’ such that

for any u E Ul- (g). Then ei and f satisfy the following commutation relations:

Here fj is considered as the left multiplication operator. Then any element in
u E Uq- (g) can be uniquely written as

where eiUk = 0. Now we define the endomorphisms éi and f on U-(g) by

Then we have èi7; = 1. Let L(oo) be the smallest A-submodule of U q- (g)
containing 1 that is stable by f’s. Let B(oo) be the subset of L(oo)/qL(oo)
consisting of the nonzero vectors of the form fi, ... fi, - 1 mod qL(oo).
Then (L(oo), B(oo)) is the crystal base of U-9 (g) (see [K2]). For

b = fi, ... fi, - 1 e B(oo), define

where wt(b) = - ait 2013 ... - aik- Then the set B(oo) with the maps ei’ f , £;, ç;
defined in (2.25)-(2.28) is a crystal. We denote by M the élément in B(oo) that
corresponds to 1 E U9 (g). The goal of this paper is to give path realizations of
the crystals B(oo) for the quantum affine Lie algebra of type A,,1 , B,n,(1) , Cn(l), Dn(1),
ù4ù), Aù)- i, and D#Î 1
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EXAMPLE 2.6. For ), E P, consider the set T03BB = t,1 with one element. Define
Gi(t 03BB) = (pi(t;,) = - 00, èità = litâ = 0 for i E I and wt(t.) = ;,. Then T. is a

crystal. For any crystals B, B (8) To  To (8) B  B.

EXAMPLE 2.7. Given any crystal B, we can form the following crystals by
taking the tensor product with the crystal T ,z, )" E P:

where

where

where

3. Perfect crystals and paths

Let g be an indecomposable affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra defined over Q. Let

{(Xi 1 i El} c h)* and {hi 1 i E 1} c h denote the simple roots and simple coroots,
respectively. Thus {(Xi 1 i E 1} and {hi 1 i El} are linearly independent and dim b =
# 1 + 1. Let Q = ZiZoci, Q+ = EiZ&#x3E;_Ooci, and Q- = -Q+. Let l5EQ+ be the

generator of null roots and let cc-YiZ&#x3E;_Ohi be the generator of the center. Set
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1)cl = © ; Qh; ce # and #Q = ( ©; Qh;)*, and let ci : #* - #Q be the canonical
morphism. Then we have an exact sequence

Fix io E I and take an integer d such that b - drxio E Li*io Zrxi’ For simplicity,
we write 0 for io. Let af:#Q - #* be a map satisfying cl oaf = id and
afocl(a;) = a; for 1 # 0. Let Ai be the element of hc I)* such that

(hj, Ai) = 5ij. Hence we have ri = Lj (hj, rxi)af(A) + bi,od- 15. We take P =
Li Zaf(Ai) + Zd -1 b c h* and PeI = cl (P) c I):i. An élément of P is called an
afine weight and an element of PeI is called a classical weight. Let Uq(g) be the
quantized universal enveloping algebra associated with P, and let Uq’(g) be the
quantized universal enveloping algebra associated with PeI. A P-weighted
crystal is called an affine crystal and a P cl-weighted crystal is called a classical
crystal.

Let B be a classical crystal. For b E B, we set E (b) - £; £;(b)A ; and ç(b) =
£; ç;(b)A ;. Note that wt(b) = qJ(b) - 8(b). Set pc1 = {À E Pcll (h;, ).) a 0 for all
i E 1) and for 1 E Z 0 let (P)I = (À E Pà ) (C, ).) = l}.
DEFINITION 3.1. For l E Z, o, we say that B is a perfect crystal of level if

(3.1) B Q B is connected.

(3.2) There exists ÀoEPcl such that wt(B) ce ),o + £;oZjocl(a;) and that

#(B.o) = 1.

(3.3) There is a finite dimensional U§(g)-moduie with a crystal pseudo-base
(L, Bps) such that B ’’v Bps/ ± 1.
(3.4) For any b E B, we have (c, c(b)) a 1.

(3.5) The maps [ e qJ: Bmjn = {b E BI (c, c(b)) = l} - (Pà )i are bijective.
The elements in ijmjn are called minimal elements.

A Z-valued function H on B @ B is called an energy function on B if for any
i Eland b @ b’ E B Q B such that èi(b @ b’) # 0, we have

The existence of energy functions is proved for the perfect crystals in

[KMN2]. From now on, we assume that g is of rank &#x3E; 3. For Â c- P’, let B(),,)
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be the affine crystal with highest weight ;,, and denote by u À. the highest weight
element of B(À).

THEOREM 3.2 ([KMN2]). Let B be a perfect crystal of level 1, and let b be an
element of B. Then we have an isomorphism of classical crystals

sending Uaf(t:(b» (8) b to Uaf(cp(b». D

For pE(Pà )i, let b, be the unique élément of B such that ç(b,) = p. We
define the isomorphism (J of (Pcl )i by s(b Jl) = 6,u. We lift 6 to an isomorphism
of af(Pcl )l. Then for ), E af(Pà )i, by Theorem 3.2, we have

given by UÀ.  U(1À. 0 bcl(À.). We set )"k = ak)" and bk = bcl(À.k- 1) for k &#x3E; 1. Thus by
applying Theorem 3.2 repeatedly, we obtain an isomorphism of classical
crvstals

given by

The sequence (b 1, b2, b3, ...) is called the ground-state path of weight a. A À-path
ain B is a sequence p = (p (k)) k,1 in B such that p(k) = bk for k » 0. We denote
by ’Ç (Â, B) the set of all ),-paths. The crystal graph structure on 13 (Â, B) is given
by (2.20) and (2.21).

THEOREM 3.3 ([KMN2]). The crystal Bo,) is isomorphic to i3(À, B) given by
B()E,) 3 b F--+ p c- 13 (;,, B) where t/lk(b) = UÀk (D p(k) @ ... Q p(l) for k » 0. ~
The affine weight of elements in ’Ç(;,, B) can be computed by the energy
function H as in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.4 ([KMN2]). If b c- B(;,) corresponds to the À-path p =

(p (k» k &#x3E;- 1 c- 13 (Â, B), then we have
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4. Crystal base of Uq- (g) and paths

Let B,11-&#x3E; 1 be a family of perfect crystals Bl, of level 1 and Bî in -
{bEB,Ic, B(b» = 11. We take the index set J = {(l, b)IIEZ&#x3E;o, bEBiin}.
DEFINITION 4.1. A classical crystal Bx with an element boo is called a limit
of (Bj)i j if it satisfies the following conditions:

for any (1, b) E J, there exists an embedding of crystals

sending

If a limit exists for the family {Bi}, we say that {Bi} is a coherent family of
perfect crystals. Note that for any N &#x3E; 0, there exists (l, b) E J such that

Gi(b) &#x3E; N and qJi(b) &#x3E; N for all i E l.

Let B be a classical crystal with an element bo E B satisfying the following
properties:

for any N &#x3E; 0, there exists (lN’ bN) E J such that Gi(b N) &#x3E; N, qJi(b N) &#x3E; N

for all i E I and that there exists an embedding (4.4)

sending

Since each B’N is connected, B is also connected.

LEMMA 4.2. If (B, bo) satisfies (4.4) and (4.5), then
(a) for any finite subset F of B, there exists N &#x3E; 0 such that F c lm fN,
(b) èiB c B, lB c: B for all iEI.
Proof. We may assume that F is a connected subcrystal of B containing bo.

Take N such that ci(b) &#x3E;, - N and gi(b) &#x3E; - N for ail i E I and b E F. In this

case, we will show that F c Im fN, èiF c B, and f F c B. For this, it suffices
to show that
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(i) for b E F n Im fN, we have eibE Im fN,
(ii) for b E F n lm fN, we have fib E lm fN.

Let b = fN(te(bN) Q b’ Q t -cp(bN» for some b’ E BIN. Then [;i(b’) = ri (b) + ei (b N) &#x3E;

0, which implies èi b’e BIN. Hence èi b E lm fN. The proof for (ii) is similar. D

LEMMA 4.3. Let (Boo, boo) be a limit of a coherent fatnily (Bj)ij 1 and suppose
that (B, bo) satisfies the conditions (4.4) and (4.5). Then there exists a unique
isomorphism B --&#x3E; Bx of crystals sending bo to boo.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, any finite connected subcrystal F of B containing bo
is contained in lm fN for some N » 0. Hence there exists an embedding of
crystals

which yields an embedding B ---&#x3E; Boo. This is evidently an isomorphism. D

COROLLARY 4.4. A limit (Bx, bx) of a coherent family (Bj)i j is unique up to
isomorphism. r-i

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the properties of the
perfect crystal Bl (see Definition 3.1).

FROPOSITION 4.5.

(a) Boo Q9 Boo is connected.
(b) For any b E Boo, (c, £(b)) a 0.
(c) The maps e and ç give bijections from Bx’" - {bEBCX) 1 (c, 8(b» = 01 to

(Pc’l) 0 . D

Let bo E B ’". Then bo E lm f(l,b) for some (1, b) E J with 8i(b) » 0, qJi(b) » 0.
Define b’ E Bl by

Then E(b’) = e(b) + E(bo) and 9(b’) = 9(b) + 9(b.). Hence b’ E Biin and E(b’),
9(b’) » 0. Moreover, the map T-£(bo) @ f(l,b’) © TqJ(bo) gives an embedding of
crystals

such that

Therefore,
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satisfies the conditions (4.4) and (4.5). Hence we obtain:

LEM MA 4.6. For any b c- BÎI,’n, there exists a unique isomorphism

such that

For b’, b" E Bmin, let b be an element of Boo such that

Then E (b) = e(b’) + a(b") and 9(b) = 9(b) + qJ(b"). Hence we have a well-
defined linear automorphism a on (P cl)O such that (JqJ(b) = e(b) for b E Bmin.

As in Section 3, a Z-valued function H on Bx @ Boo is called an energy

function if H(b oc @ b(XJ) = 0 and if for any i E I and b 0 b’ E Boo 0 B,, such that
èi(b @ b’) =1 0, we have

Then the existence and the uniqueness of the energy function on Boo follows
immediately from the corresponding result on B,.
Take ;, e af(P’) such that ;,(hi) » 0 for all i, and let B(;,) be the affine crystal

with highest weight }. By Theorem 3.2, we have

given by U l  Uul (8) bo, where bo is the unique element in Bm"’ such that

cp(bo) = JI., e(bo) = aÀ. Thus we have an isomorphism of crystals
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given by

Note that B(oo) = lim Â B(;,) (D T_ , and Bx = lim T603BB (D BI Q T_03BB. Hence by
---+- ---+- 

UA

taking the limit of (4.10) we obtain:

THEOREM 4.7. There is an isomorphism of crystals

sending Uoc; to ux @ b x. 1:1

By applying Theorem 4.7 repeatedly, we obtain an isomorphism of crystals

given by

The sequence (b x, b 00’ b 00’ ...) is called the ground-state path. A path in B 00 is

a sequence p = (p(k)) k,1 i in Bx such that p(k) = bx for k » 0. We denote by
13 (B.) the set of all paths in Boo. The actions of è, and li (i E I) are given by
(2.20) and (2.21). Then we have

THEOREM 4.8. The crystal B(oo) is isomorphic to 3(B x) given by
B( (0) 3 b F--&#x3E; p E 13 (B ) where t/1k(b) = u (8) p(k) @ (D p(l) for k » 0. ~

Now we will compute the weight of a path in ’13(B (0). Let p =

(p(k»k-&#x3E;Ic-’Ç(B.) be a path. By Theorem 4.8, we can find an 1 » 0 and

bo E Brin such that for all k &#x3E; 1, p(k) = f(l,b)(pk) for Pk E 4(bo) @ T- cp(bo). Since
p(k) = boo for k » 0, we also have Pk = tf:(bo) (D bo 0 t -cp(bo) for k » 0. Note that
if f : B - B’ is an embedding of crystals with energy functions H and H’,
respectively, then f (D f : B (D B -+ B’ (8) B’ is also an embedding of crystals and
we have wtf(b) = wtb for bE Band H’(f(b 1) 0 f (b 2)) = H(b 1 (D b2) for b 1,
b2 E B. Therefore the following theorem is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 3.4.

THEOREM 4.9. If b E B(oo) corresponds to the path p = (p(k)) k&#x3E;- E i3(B),
then we have
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Here d is an integer such that 5 - dao E Li*O Zai.

5. The crystals B 00 and energy function

In this section we will give a description of Boo and the energy functions by
using a coherent family of perfect crystals given in [KMN3] for g - An(1),
A(2n2)_ 1, B,n(1) , Dn(l), A(2), Dn(2) + 1 and Cn(1) . We give the proof only in the A(’)-case.
The other cases can be proved similarly. The details of these proofs can be seen
in our RIMS preprint [KKM]. In the table below we list the Dynkin diagrams
and the corresponding coherent families of perfect crystals without the 0-arrow.

Let Y = Z/(n + 1)Z and
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Define ôj c- Z’ by (ôj) = Ôji -
For b = (vj, and b’ = (vi)i; in Bx,

H(b Q b’) = max{ Oj(b (D b’) 0  j  nl, where
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where by definition x+ - max(x, 0).

where
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where
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where
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where by definition

where
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H(b Q b" = max{ °j(b @ b’), Oj(b 0 b’), 1Jj(b 0 b’), nj(b O b’)11  j  nl,

where
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where by definition

where

5.8. The proof in the case A[’ (1)n (n &#x3E; 2)

We shall give the proof only in the case of A[n1 (n &#x3E; 2). The other cases are

similar. For any positive integer l, we first recall from [KMN3] the description
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of the perfect crystal Bl which is isomorphic to B(l A1) as crystals for "

The actions of èi and f are the same as that of Section 5.1 replacing v with x,
as well as Gi, ç; and wt. In this case, we have Biin = B1. Furthermore, if

)" = £; k;A; E (Pà )i, then a), = £; k;A;- i .
Now let Boo be the crystal defined in Section 5.1.
For bo = (mi)i E Biin, let À = ç(bo) and a), = G(bo). Then ), = £;m;A; and

aÀ = £; m;+ iA; . For b = (x 1, X2,...,xn+ I)EB" we define the map

where V, = xl - mi.

Note that f(l,b.)(t,,,x 0 bo 0 t -À) = bx. It is straightforward to check that f(l,b,)
satisfies the condition (2.15). By Example 2.7, we have

Hence for any bo E Bijn, f(l,bo): T,x Q Bi Q9 T- À --+ Boc is a morphism of

crystals. By definition, it is clear that f(l,bo): TÂ @ B, @ T- Â --+ Bx is an em-

bedding and that

Therefore Bx is the limit of the coherent family of perfect crystals (Bi)ij for
U9(A;,1n).
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where

Proof. Recall that qJo(b) = Vn+ 1 and e,(b’) = v’. If v" + 1 &#x3E; v i, by (2.20) and
(5.1), we have

Hence

and

But since

and

we have &#x3E;

Hence
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But since

and

we have H(b Q éob’) = H(b Q b’) - 1.

For i = 1,..., n, recall that qJi(b) = v, and 
and (5.1), we have

Hence Oi(èi b (8) b’) = Oi(b Q b’) - 1

and for j # i

But since

and

we have H(èib Q b’) = H(b 0 b).

If vi  vi+ 1, then by (2.20) and (5.1), we have
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Hence

and for j # 1 - 1

But since

and

we have H(b 0 èib’) = H(b 0 b’),

which proves the theorem.
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